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Is it possible to create impeccable design solutions while still focusing 
on providing a wide range of choice in furniture? Nevins believes the 
answer to this question is a resounding ‘YES, and they have been do-
ing just that for more than 40 years. Founder Brian Nevins started the 
company on this principle, “Solutions by choice,” which still drives this 
family-run business today. 

A standout attribute of Nevins is their sheer breadth of product of-
ferings. Tables for conferencing, training, and dining in addition to 
comprehensive public seating and creative lounge setting seating and 
accessories make their collections truly stand out within the contract 
furniture industry. Through their constantly updated product line, they 
are able to consistently stay at the forefront of product innovation.

This commitment to quality and customer service drives innovation at 
Nevins and ensures that they’ll anticipate their customers’ needs and 
be ready to serve them no matter what. Their mission is clear: deliver 
the most comprehensive furniture solutions to their clients, solutions 
which promote increased productivity and creativity in the workplace. 
They achieve this mission by focusing on designs that are clean and 
functional, offering a multitude of material options, and integrating 
technology seamlessly into their product lines.

It is in this spirit that Nevins announces its partnership with Gresham 
Office Furniture as they launch their new line, the Gresham By Nevins 
Collection. 

LEXY This striking family of Lexy 
tables brings both sophistication 
and functionality to breakout 
spaces, agile working areas or 
places where you simply want 
to connect for those ‘away-
from-desk’ activities. Available in 
two height variations and a se-
lection of footprints and finishes, 
Lexy is at home in any working 
landscape. The elegantly angled 
legs are produced in solid wood 
with an option for cleverly con-
cealed cable control. Worksur-
faces have softened corners and 
can feature integrated power 
modules that bring all necessary 
services to each user.



CECI

Ceci is a playfully stylish, compact tub chair characterized with its 
broad winged back. It lends a little bit of retro flare with its up-
holstered structure and its bold distinctive design. The Ceci chair 
is the perfect tranquil spot to sit and relax or catch up on some 
work. Its ergonomic armrest allows you to comfortably prop your 
arms up and connect without getting that dreaded cell phone 
elbow.

COLT

Colt is an inverted triangular bench design that is visually eye-
catching and comfortable. The leg frames and tabletops are 
manufactured from engineered hardwood that are made up 
from fingerjointed staves, which provides a block board appear-
ance. The square lines of the base, typical of the mid-century 
modern, are anything but typical.

ELOISE

Eloise is a playfully stylish chair or sofa collection, with sweeping curves and a selection of six stylish frames with the capability of adding 
two-toned upholstery. The Eloise family can be used throughout corporate environments where comfort and light-weight visual style is 
key.the base, typical of the mid-century modern, are anything but typical. (Below)

FUSE

This retro-modern family of stools offers the perfect solution 
when wanting style with substance. This casual stool and bench 
bring people together to share food or simply sit and meet, col-
laborate, or work. The four-legged framework is produced in sol-
id Ash wood and finished using a durable satin lacquer.

HARPER

The Harper table is a beautifully crafted oak table collection. The 
wide tabletop is supported by sturdy leg posts and is available 
in a range of dimensions to accommodate your needs comfort-
ably, with plenty of room for all. The Harper’s chic silhouette is 
well-suited for employee lounges, meeting rooms or collabora-
tive workspaces and can be fitted with cable management.

The Gresham by Nevins Collection includes a 17 product 
series for the North American market. This extensive col-
lection allows for ultimate flexibility while providing the very 
best in product quality. It truly represents the very best of 
both companies and honors each of their strong manufac-
turing histories. 

So, just how did Gresham become a leader in the U.K. office 
furniture industry? It all began when Gresham was founded 
in 1976 by Ted Smith. Ted was a typewriter engineer who 
worked in the North-West of England mending typewriters. 
During that time, he realized that many people were work-
ing on old and shoddy desks. It dawned on him that there 
was a market for cost effective desking solutions. 

He decided there and then to design & build a new desk-
ing range. He went home, built a shed in his mother’s gar-

den and started to develop his first desk. He struggled to 
bolt the desk together and, in the end, welded the frame 
together.  This created a very strong frame that allowed for 
a 25-year structural warranty. He then added an MFC top 
instead of the usual, and more expensive, Veneer top and 
so was born the ‘Design 2000’ desking rang. Incredibly, this 
same design is still sold today by Gresham in the United 
Kingdom. 

Julian Roebuck, Managing Director of Gresham Office Fur-
niture,  describes why he believes the partnership between 
Nevins and Gresham will be so groundbreaking, “I believe 
with Gresham’s Approachability, Flexibility and Quality 
products partnered with the Nevins marketing, distribution 
network, customer service and in-depth knowledge of the 
North American market will make us a formidable partner-
ship.” 

“I believe with Gresham’s Approachability, Flexibility and Quality products 
partnered with the Nevins marketing, distribution network, customer 

service and in-depth knowledge of the North American market will 
make us a formidable partnership.”

- Julian Roebuck, Managing Director & Current Owner of Gresham Office Furniture, Ltd.



LILO

This modern family of stools offer visually light-weight models in 
two height options. With an integrated foot ring, sit on the high 
stool comfortably at a standing height work surface or use the low 
stool with a coffee table or lounge area to create a contemporary 
break away space.

MOXIE

Moxie is a contemporary high backed lounge chair, available in 3 
base style options. This stand out piece is most at home in recep-
tions, waiting or lounge areas, where comfort is essential and style 
is everything. 

RENEW

In keeping with our social responsibility, we introduce this sustain-
able chair design; a simple, but unique chair made of recycled felt. 
Renew is a multi-use chair that can be stored into stacks (5 high). 
The seat consists of ergonomic triangular plates, allowing comfort-
able sitting by adapting to the body.

ROSCOE

Roscoe is a simple modern lounge chair with various seat and 
base styles to chose from. The concave formed shelll holds you in 
place for a relaxing fit. With your choice of widths and heights, Ros-
coe makes it easy to specify throughout your working landscape. 
The Roscoe table with its open, airy base and perfect height, is 
ideal for any lounge, reception or break out area. Roscoe is the 
perfect blend of form and function.

SENA

Sena is an easily reconfigurable modular block seating system, 
perfect for informal meetings and work activities in a relaxed 
comfortable setting. The organically shaped rectangular units can 
be used individually, laid out in structured patterns or scattered 
throughout the space to create adaptable seating arrangements.

SILHOUETTE

The Silhouette table is an industrial inspired table collection with 
a steel tube frame. Its sturdy, slim profile taps into the current 
trend for all things industrial. Available in two different heights 
and depths, to use as a sofa end table, or a sleek coffee table.

SILO

Silo is designed to support the dynamic, ever changing work-
place, each item is modular and re-configurable to suit your 
changing needs. The versatility in the design is endless; as items 
can be built in any number of combinations. Silo can not only 
meet your storage needs for conference rooms, but offers stor-
age solutions for collaborative spaces.

FUSE

Create your own environment with this acoustic, high-backed 
booth system. Perfect whether needing privacy, wanting to so-
cialise or function within a considered environment. Available 
in three height options, with and without arms and integrated 
tables, this modular system offers endless configuration possi-
bilities. 

TREAD

Tread is characterized by a single piece shell with a choice of 
mechanism, which is concealed within the seat and simply ad-
justed by semi concealed triggers. The weight activated Synchro-
nized Mechanism versions offer height adjust ability with both 
seat and back angle adjustment. The Visitor Mechanism provides 
a fixed height seat with free float movement.



VON

This simply styled, fully upholstered stool brings creative form 
and a sense of fun to the workplace. With its light-weight con-
struction, self leveling glides and ability to stack vertically up to 
five stools high, the Von Stool offers true agility for any environ-
ment. (Left)

Nevins and Gresham Office Furniture invite you to 
explore the Gresham By Nevins Collection, and find 
creative solutions that are built to the highest quality 
standards.

The Gresham By Nevins Collection is exclusively avail-
able through Nevins in North America. Visit their 
website at www.Nevins.co for more information.


